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Introduction

Techniques like Headspace - Solid Phase Microextraction - Gas

Chromatography – Mass Spectrometry (HS-SPME-GCMS) can identify a wide

range of volatile and semi-volatile compounds in e-liquids associated with flavor

active compounds of different classes. The objective of this study was to

determine what additional, or characteristic, compounds of the e-liquid can be

identified using LC-ToF-MS.

Conclusions

LC-ToF-MS:  Molecular Feature Extraction

LC-ToF-MS:  Chromatography (ESI +) Comparisons of Storage Conditions

Scores Plot Examples

Experimental Design

 E-liquid Variants; Blend, Vanilla, Menthol, Tobacco, Cherry, Mocha

 Two Storage Conditions

 Ambient (Room Temperature)

 Accelerated (40 ⁰C, 75% RH)

 Three months storage time

LC-ToF-MS Operating Conditions
 Agilent 1290 Infinity II HPLC system

 reversed phase C18 column 

 5mM ammonium acetate/methanol mobile phases

 Agilent 6545 Q-TOF LC/MS

 0.5 - 2ppm accuracy

 12k - 20k mass resolution (FWHM)

 Mass range of 70 - 750m/z

 Four MS modes

 ESI positive and negative

 APCI positive and negative

Sample Preparation
 100mg of e-liquid

 Add isotopically labelled TSNA compounds acting as internal standards

 25mL in 5mM ammonium acetate

 Best balance of low level detection capability while minimizing potential for

detector/column saturation

1000’s of underlying mass spectral peaks with minimal fragmentation

 Algorithm searches spectrum for 

ions exhibiting “peak like” intensity 

changes and performs Extracted Ion 

Comparisons (EIC)

 Also searches for potential 

redundant data from isotope 

peaks/dimers/alternate adducts

 Data with a defined m/z and RT 

referred to as a Molecular Feature

 A data set with a large numbers of variables (i.e. MS features) is 

transformed, creating new variables (called principal components or PCs) 

from them, using linear combinations of the original variables.  

 Each feature is given a “loading value” which gives a relative weight in 

which each feature contributed to the PC.

 Data (features) which show little to no variance or high amounts of 

random variance are essentially ignored in the vector calculation;

 By plotting the loadings averages for each sample, a scores plot can be 

created which can be qualitatively analyzed to identify trends within the 

samples. 

 Over 7200 unique features detected over all samples under 2 different 

storage conditions (ESI +)

 Each product has unique “finger-print” of compounds- ~100-600 features

 Features can only be identified by chemical formula - MSMS data required for 

structural elucidation

ESI (+)

ESI (+)

ESI (-)

APCI (+)

Summary

 ESI (+)

 Numerous features corresponding to formula typical of alkaloids (MW < 

300) and nicotine degradation; cocoa and vanilla beans

 Many formula typical of highly conjugated aromatic aldehydes (e.g. 

benzaldehyde, vanillin etc.)

 Formula corresponding to amino acids, and amines also abundant

 Samples prepared in glass show additional non-plastic related features 

which suggest that some compounds may adhere to plastics

 ESI (-)

 Many organic acid/fatty acid like chemical formulas detected

 Oxidized sugar (acids) and reduced sugar (alcohols) isomers detected -

possible additive or break-down products of sweeteners

 APCI 

 ~650 unique features APCI (+); ~100 APCI (-)

 ~ 50% of features redundant with ESI (+); ~90% redundant with ESI (-)

 LC-ToF-MS (QToF) has been demonstrated as a useful tool for untargeted 

analysis

 The number of compounds (features) identified by LC-ToF-MS is 

dependent on ionization mode

 LC-ToF-MS can be a valuable tool to identify changes in the characteristics 

of an e-liquid or product

 Data collected LC-ToF-MS can be used in “retrospective” investigations for 

the presence of possible targeted compounds 

 Positive identification (i.e. structural determination) requires additional CID-

MS/MS experiments
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